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Report snapshot
The evolution from legacy and NFV network VM silos to
dynamically distributed cloud-native container-based
microservices triggers a major paradigm shift that requires
telecom engineers to familiarize themselves with computer
science container-based, cloud-native software and
virtualization, which they inherently mistrust as unreliable.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Intel®, Kubernetes, and Red Hat®
have expended considerable resources to create the best of
both worlds—high performance, highly reliable, secure, and
scalable cloud-native service platforms. These platforms offer
CSPs the potential for service agility, lower OPEX and CAPEX
with better and more profitable quality of experience (QoE)
for their customers.
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INTRODUCTION
5G and especially service-based architecture (SBA) trigger requirements for a new approach to the integration
and operation of software solutions—especially container-based solutions. Fortunately, despite the relatively slow
adoption of software-defined networking (SDN)/network function virtualization (NFV) since 2012, many processes
are already undergoing digital transformation toward continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD),
DevOps, and more.
However, an even greater change in software architecture, design methodology, and processes is demanded by the
5G move to a cloud-native microservices and container-based implementation. The telecommunications industry
is finally adopting a true computer science-based paradigm that demands a new ecosystem and new operational
approach. This report describes ways that this open cloud-native ecosystem brings new integration and operations
processes to help communications service providers (CSPs) achieve true service agility based on:
• Pre-tested multivendor solutions
• Ecosystems/clusters of compatible solutions

ORGANIZATIONAL AND PROCESS CHANGE HAS BEGUN IN ADVANCE OF 5G
Many of the processes adopted for SDN/NFV control of virtual machines (VMs), cloud-ready data centers,
virtual network functions (VNF) onboarding and deployment, service creation, and user-controlled service
activation have already brought significant benefits as summarized in Figure 1. They have made system
upgrade and operations support systems (OSS) an integral part of the digital transformation that will continue
to pay off in the new 5G ecosystem.
Service/Applications process

Process benefits

1. Domain control of virtualized legacy
infrastructure equipment

• Pools of standardized existing equipment such as routers and VMs to improve
capacity utilization by 40–60%
• Standardized configuration management leading for >30% reduction in network
problems due to configuration inconsistencies

2. Telco data center using SDN controllers

• Changed operations processes for VMs based on proven stable legacy
appliances within cloud-ready data center

3. O
 perations first—New OSS processes for
VNF deployment

• Standardized version of new operations processes introduced
• Many network problems eliminated with new configuration and service
management
• Operations and Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) focused on E2E
service reliability

4. N
 ew agile processes for service creation
and user-controlled service activation

• Faster time to market (TTM) for new services
• Faster TTM for upgrades and customer service modifications
• Agile software leveraged by best value hardware for faster TTM

Source: Strategy Analytics
FIGURE 1. New services and applications have led to multiple benefits

These processes will continue to evolve as part of an integrated cloud-native environment that includes
customer-focused capabilities leveraged by new virtualized network functionality. External customer-facing
options will evolve in parallel with network-facing enhancements. Therefore, 5G cloud-native approaches
will allow CSPs to focus as much on the customer services as on the network that enables them.
The challenge is how to ensure that the access and connectivity capabilities and the virtualized pool of network
resources work together to maximize service flexibility and minimize TTM for new service options.
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OPEX SAVINGS FROM CLOUD-NATIVE PROCESSES HAVE GREATER IMPACT
THAN MAJOR CAPEX REDUCTION
Cloud-native software and container-based server processes allow operators to get better utilization of virtualized servers
running in their networks—typically 30–35%1—and at the same time enhance scalability, agility, and quality assurance
based on analytics and automation. In parallel, this accelerates new service deployment for business growth and
dramatically simplifies overall operations. As some operators have noted—once you go cloud native you never go back.
If CSPs can create an effective circle based on management of diverse or multivendor network resources linked by
service orchestration, analytics, and automation to deliver and assure seamless service delivery, they may be able to
reduce OPEX by about one third.2 OPEX for network operations, subscriber management, and similar functions often
represents 26 cents for every dollar of revenue, while by comparison CAPEX is only 20 cents per dollar of revenue.
If OPEX costs are reduced by 8.5 cents that is equivalent to a CAPEX savings of 42.5%.

NEW OPERATIONS AND INTEGRATION NEEDED FOR CLOUD-NATIVE
ECOSYSTEM
To achieve a high-level OPEX savings, CSPs need to consider adopting multiple new requirements for a complete
cloud-native ecosystem. Five key requirements are summarized in Figure 2.
General requirement

Specific capabilities to consider

1. Designed for operations and integration

• Execution environment evolved beyond SDN/NFV
• Cloud-native functions map for telecom roles and responsibilities
• Cloud-native software development process
• Build, release, run
• Cloud-native operations administration and maintenance (OAM) enables
– Design for operations
– Continuous automation
– Multivendor operations
– Multicloud operations

2. Observability and analytics

• Network function visibility
• End-to-end service assurance

3. M
 ulti-party CI/CD for software

• Operator partnerships with third-party vendors

4. Cloud native-enabled business/service offers

• Application management/Platform as a service (PaaS)
• Container as a service (CaaS)
• Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), private, public, or hybrid

5. C
 urated ecosystem of components and services

• Common testing and validation such as Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF)
• Interoperability certification

Source: Strategy Analytics
FIGURE 2. Five requirements for cloud-native ecosystem

Here we describe examples of how these new requirements can be implemented specifically for:
• Creating cloud-native execution environments:
– Running cloud-native 5G Core (5GC) vs. previous generation networks
– Designing for operations and integration
• Crafting cloud native-container environments
– Readying telco environments
• Developing cloud-native network and service functions
• Migrating to cloud-native OAM
– Adopting continuous automation
1, 2

A Strategy Analytics research
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CREATING CLOUD-NATIVE EXECUTION
ENVIRONMENTS
To create a cloud-native execution environment, additional changes must be made in the approach to running 5GC
including changes in integration and operations processes as well as containers in order to accommodate the unique
requirements of the telco. Key questions that CSPs need to ask as they design their operations are:
• Where are specific workloads to be executed? Will it be on NFV or container-based environment?
• How are network and service functions to be developed, tested, and deployed?
• How will we observe what is happening in the network? How it is monitored?
• How will we provision, auto scale, and continuously automate network operations?

RUNNING CLOUD-NATIVE 5G CORE VS. PREVIOUS GENERATION NETWORKS
Running of cloud-native 5G is different from previous generation networks. The adoption of containerization,
microservices, and CI/CD practices all directly impact OSS and management and orchestration (MANO) models,
systems, and processes. The openness of 5G architecture facilitates the inclusion of more vendors, systems, and
open-source elements in the user and control planes. Important new factors impact the design and running of the
new 5GC compared to legacy and NFV systems as summarized in Figure 3.
FCAPS, element management

Multicloud CD, observability, layered security model

Design for ultra-reliability

Design for failure—Pets vs. cattle,
anti-fragility (industry model for DevOps)

Reference point architecture design

SBA—Design for stateless and state-full services

Monolithic componentized network elements

Network functions as the Twelve-Factor apps,
a set of decomposed microservices

Homogeneous/heterogeneous, closed telco native

Heterogeneous, open telco cloud-native

NFV-based environments

Multicloud CaaS on IaaS, existing NFV investments
(VM, bare metal, and public cloud)

Cultural shift -> open, choice of best fit, telco open source
FIGURE 3. New factors impact design and running of cloud-native 5GC vs. Legacy and NFV networks

On the left-hand side of Figure 3, are typical design and operations approaches used by many CSPs today who
are operating NFV architecture with VMs based on OpenStack or VMware® but are looking to bring in Kubernetes
Containers primarily as a better way to share underutilized servers dynamically.
In the true cloud-native environment, right side of Figure 3, new design principles and practices handle
multicloud, layered security models, as well as ensure that virtualized microservices and containers failover
automatically to new instances. 5GC stateless design maintains stateful services based on decomposed
microservices and database state information. All of this operates in an open telco cloud environment using a
CaaS platform typically based on Kubernetes. This environment must also interoperate as required with the
legacy NFV VMs and traditional services on the left.
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DESIGNING FOR OPERATIONS AND
INTEGRATION
Despite today’s fragmented network environment, the landscape of integration and operations is changing toward
a multivendor and container-based service function (SF) and network function (NF)-based architecture. This
addresses the four CSP questions posed at the start of the previous section, for each of the four dimensions
shown in Figure 4.

1

Cloud-native execution environments

NFV  CaaS

2

Cloud-native NF development

Monolith  Decomposed microservices, Twelve-Factor app

3

Cloud-native OAM

FCAPS  Observability, configuration management, security

4

Cloud-native continuous automation

Provisioning  Automation for cloud-native environments

FIGURE 4. Four dimensions for CSP evolution to cloud-native container environment

Here we discuss each of these in turn.
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CREATING CLOUD-NATIVE CONTAINER
ENVIRONMENTS
CSPs face a significant challenge as they evolve to a truly cloud-native, container-based execution environment from
their existing NFV environment and practices. The adoption of a platform with Managed Kubernetes Distribution
not only delivers many required capabilities but also helps CSPs determine how and where to process their diverse
workloads, along with how the platform integrates into their overall telco cloud environment.
API
Managed Kubernetes Distribution

Provisioning

Orchestration and management

CaaS + CaaS
extensions

Scheduling and
orchestration

Coordination and
service discovery

Service mesh

Cloud-native storage

Container runtime

Automation and configuration
Container registry

Metrics
Logging

Runtime
Container OS

Observability and
analysis

Cloud-native network

Security and compliance

Tracing

Backup and restore

API
IaaS

IaaS
Private: Virtual (VMware, OpenStack), bare metal—public hosted

FIGURE 5. Kubernetes container execution environments

The platform allows operators to harmonize and scale functions from multiple vendors in order to provision, orchestrate,
run, and monitor diverse workloads using Kubernetes capabilities. In addition, CSPs will also need to:
• Adapt and manage Kubernetes (K8s) platform Distribution Mechanisms for the unique telco environment and
well-specified roles and responsibilities
• Create container registries and trusted landing zone for software image management
• Activate tools to monitor/observe and analyze deployed activity
• Establish policies and activate mechanisms for routine failure of virtualized microservices, components,
containers, and server instances
• Set up strong runtime security and compliance processes
• Implement network and system backup, and restore mechanisms that go beyond configurations and cluster state
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READYING TELCO ENVIRONMENTS FOR CLOUD-NATIVE CONTAINERS
Today’s telco environments are at different points in their transition to cloud-native ecosystems and may require
a transition mode. Figure 6 indicates on the left, many CSPs have an environment where the VMs they run and
manage today will need to be encapsulated as container workloads with Pods,* while on the right, Kubernetes
container workloads for core and common services run on bare-metal servers.

Manage

Run

Manage

Pods*

NF
configuration
management

Pods*

NF
configuration
management

Service mesh
side car proxy

Service
mesh control
plane

Observability
client services

Observability
cluster

Container runtime
Host OS

Multicloud K8s
management

Hypervisor
VM
Hardware resources

Legend

CaaS

Common
services

NF
multicloud
CD

IaaS/Infra

VM encapsulated
container workloads
CaaS
IaaS/Infra

Core services

Bare-metal
container workloads

Run
VM

Telco, public cloud

Core services

Common
services

NF
multicloud
CD

Service mesh
side car proxy

Service
mesh control
plane

Observability
client services

Observability
cluster

Container runtime
Host OS
Multicloud K8s
management
Hardware resources

Telco/vendor

Vendor

* Includes NF, backing services, observability services. Each container includes its Container OS

FIGURE 6. Telco environment readiness, roles, and responsibilities

Definitional side note on Kubernetes Pods and Microservice/Service Mesh
*Pods are the basic execution units of Kubernetes—the smallest and simplest unit in the Kubernetes
object model that can be created and deployed. A Pod can comprise one or more containers that share
a network and namespace. Kubernetes manages Pods rather than actual containers or their workloads.
Microservice Mesh and Service Mesh manage the inter-process communications (IPC) traffic between
container-based microservices and services respectively. Many operators are increasingly interested in
managing workloads and resource allocation not only at the container level but also at the microservice
level. See this Platform9 Blog.
Note: When Pods are run backing or observability services, they may not be part of the same Service Mesh as other
services so that workload metrics and software backup are isolated from other service traffic.
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DEVELOPING CLOUD-NATIVE NETWORK
AND SERVICE FUNCTIONS
Cloud-native NFs are very different from legacy monolithic apps or service software that CSPs were historically
familiar with. They consist of decomposed microservice functions whose interfaces or APIs are well-defined within
the 5G SBA and are hardware and data independent.
As shown Figure 7, client or application microservices leverage a shared service framework that drives the
abstractions for virtualization, as well as shared common microservices such as HTTP2 processing. NFs are
typically based on Twelve-Factor App methodology and have a single code base stored in the app definition/image
build on the right of the figure. It identifies functional dependencies explicitly so that all software is easy to onboard,
instantiate, swap, and upgrade via a rolling update.
The backing services are those capabilities that are needed by all NFs for database functions/shared data layer,
caching, streaming and messaging, security and more. So they are made accessible on a shared basis as shown in
the common services block.
Service providers look to their software vendors to provide the prepackaged set of tested interoperable NFs,
common and backing service functions that create a complete solution. The software then runs in an app definition
and development (ADD) environment hosted as PaaS attributes running on top of the Kubernetes CaaS platform.
This ensures that all NFs and SFs can be dynamically scaled across the network as required and automatically work
(where authorized) with new instances of all other NFs and SFs.

API
App definition and development
Common services

PaaS
attributes

Client and common microservices

Service framework

App definition
and image build

App backing services
Database

Streaming and messaging

Cache store

API
CaaS +
CaaS
extensions
FIGURE 7. Cloud-native network function development

CaaS + CaaS extensions
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Key design principles of 5G Network Functions are aligned with Twelve Factors principles. These are summarized in
Table 1.
TABLE 1. Requirements for the Twelve Factors
No.

Name

Description

I.

Codebase

One codebase tracked in revision control, many deploys

II.

Dependencies

Explicitly declare and isolate dependencies

III.

Configuration

Store configuration in the environment

IV.

Backing services

Treat backing services as attached resources

V.

Build, release, and run

Strictly separate build and run stages

VI.

Processes

Execute the app as one or more stateless processes

VII.

Port binding

Export services via port binding

VIII.

Concurrency

Scale out via the process model

IX.

Disposability

Maximize robustness with fast startup and graceful shutdown

X.

Dev/Production parity

Keep development, staging, and production as similar as possible

XI.

Logs

Treat logs as event streams

XII.

Admin processes

Run admin/management tasks as one-off processes

Source: Twelve Factors
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MIGRATING TO CLOUD-NATIVE OPERATIONS
ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
Cloud-native OAM practices are significantly different from those based on traditional fault, configuration,
accounting, performance and security (FCAPS). Cloud-native OAM is distinguished by its active focus on:
• Capturing and storing golden signals from streams of log, traces, events, and multiple metrics
• Enable real-time live readiness
• Tracking and modeling usage across network functions and service flows
• Managing data and awareness of static and dynamic configurations
• Maintaining layered security model—container, app, communications, and data (at rest and in motion)
• Integrating as required with higher order OSS functions such as for cross-domain operations or network slice
management and assurance
Figure 8 shows the multiple OAM functions and interfaces required to support and manage NFs in 5GC, their
abstractions and observability, and interactions with OSS such as ONAP open OSS, policy rules engine, or
HPE
Service Director
Cloud-native
OAM with intelligent assurance.
Decomposed view of OAM in 5G Core

NF OAM
abstractions

Observability client
services

Observability
and analysis

Messaging

Configuration
management
microservices

Configuration
management
Front ends

ONAP

Assurance
integration
µservices

HPE SD4SM +
intelligent
assurance

Metrics
Logging
Tracing

CaaS + CaaS
extensions

Telco OSS

Datastore

FIGURE 8. Decomposed view of OAM—NF abstractions, 5G Core and OSS

MOVING TOWARD CONTINUOUS AUTOMATION
Safe passage automation (SPA) is a pre-requisite for homogeneous service operation across heterogeneous
multivendor software. SPA makes sure that the system is always aware in real time of what services and functions are
deployed across multiple Kubernetes platforms in multiple cloud environments, the state of their activation/activity
and software releases, and how to reach them. As shown in Figure 9, SPA creates a seamless CI/CD environment for
NF application onboarding, instantiation, delivery, and management.
Network functions

OSS

NF call processing

Common services

Slice
management

SPA
Continuous
integration

Multicloud
continuous
delivery*

Security services

OAM services

* NF application management and delivery

FIGURE 9. Safe passage design for operations with continuous automation

Multicloud K8s
environments and
management

Intelligent
assurance
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Once the multicloud SPA is in place, operators can consider end-to-end (E2E) continuous automation of NF activation
and scaling. Several features that are key to achieve this include:
• Operations processes for both testing (including interoperability testing) and production onboarding of new
NF features and software implementations
• CI and testing of live events and faults in active service flows to get data and feedback for machine learning (ML)
and analytics
• Active image registries for both update and recovery, such as automated rollback of problem upgrades
• Multicloud Kubernetes (K8s) management across different CaaS execution environments
• Multicloud CD for NF and SF management across different CaaS execution environments
• Integration points with higher order OSS for cross-domain SF and NF activation and monitoring
When fully implemented the continuous automation process for cloud-native software testing, onboarding, and
deployment can be represented as shown in Figure 10.

Continuous automation
Source repository, image
registry/management

Container execution
environment (service mesh)

CaaS + CaaS extensions

Continuous integration

Telco OSS

Slice management

Multicloud
continuous delivery
Multicloud K8s
management

Intelligent assurance

FIGURE 10. Cloud-native continuous automation

Automation is the technology by which a process or procedure is performed with minimal human assistance.
Automatons are self-operating control mechanisms designed to automatically follow a predetermined
sequence of operations, or respond to predetermined instructions.

Ultimately, there are significant opportunities for continuous automation of increasingly complex combinations of
5G NFs and SFs deployed as service flows and networks slices operating with guaranteed E2E quality assurance.
Both automation and even automatons will play a role in the future of 5G. See Complex Converged 5G Network
Operations Demand Automation and AI.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
So taking all of the elements described earlier—a set of curated components can be represented as shown in Figure 11.
Call
processing
logic

Network functions
AF

NEF

UDM

AUSF

Continuous automation

UDR

UDSF

5G EIR

CHF
Continuous integration

App definition and development
Common services
Client and common
µservices

PaaS
attributes

Service framework

App definition
and
image build

Multicloud
continuous delivery

App backing services
Streaming
and messaging

Database

Multicloud
K8s management

Cache store

Managed Kubernetes distribution
Orchestration and management

CaaS

App
management
and delivery,
K8s
management

Coordination and
service discovery

Scheduling and
orchestration

Observability and analysis
Service mesh

Cloud-native
storage

IaaS

Container
runtime

Cloud-native
network

Container registry

Metrics
Logging

Runtime
Container OS

Provisioning
Automation and configuration

Security and compliance

CaaS
extensions

Tracing
Backup and restore

IaaS
Private: Virtual (VMware, OpenStack), bare metal, public—hosted

FIGURE 11. Cloud-native 5G—curated components as a platform configuration

As the diagram shows the Managed Kubernetes Distribution and Provisioning functions in the CaaS run on top of
the IaaS. The ADD environment runs on the PaaS and supports common services, app backing services, and the
app image build. At the top, standard 5G network and service functions—AF, NEF, UDM, AUSF, UDR, UDSF, 5G EIR,
and CMF—leverage the entire ADD environment and the underlying managed Kubernetes distribution to create
actual 5G transaction flows and services.
Continuous automation supports all the service software process with CI/CD and multicloud K8s management.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is time for operators to consider four key decisions with respect to 5G cloud-native integration and operations in
a multivendor, container-based environment. These are:
• Choose a telco-specific CaaS that also operates with multiple IaaS—VM, bare-metal, public cloud to interwork
with existing environments and services
• Gain skills to create and test telco SFs and NFs developed as Twelve-Factor apps using telco-specific
common abstractions and based on common and backing services
• Focus on observability and golden signals for monitoring including logging, health checks, tracing, and
OSS integration
• Focus on creating a safe passage to enable CI/CD for multicloud app management and delivery across
diverse Kubernetes platforms
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OPERATIONALIZING CLOUD-NATIVE
SOLUTIONS ON BARE-METAL HARDWARE
In addition to meeting carrier requirements for 5G, the software platforms also have to be optimized for the
consumer/small office home office/SME/enterprise environments that are not only using CSP services but also
the traditional hyperscale public cloud with which they must interoperate. These environments can be—at a
remote IT data center, at the near edge, and even on-premises. The race to optimize the value of these platforms
for seamless user access to cloud-native services is on.
How and where platform functions can be optimized has been outlined by the CNCF—an organization formed
in mid-2015 to create a neutral home for cloud-native software collaboration and to sustain, enhance, and integrate
open source technologies such as Kubernetes and Prometheus. CNCF has also provided the following Cloud Native
Definition v1.0:
CNCF by itself is not a software delivery operation rather facilitates its members’ creation of microservices and
container software that can be dynamically managed and packaged to work with other players’ software to achieve
aggressive service agility targets.
“Cloud native technologies empower organizations to build and run scalable applications in modern,
dynamic environments such as public, private, and hybrid clouds. Containers, service meshes,
microservices, immutable infrastructure, and declarative APIs exemplify this approach.
These techniques enable loosely coupled systems that are resilient, manageable, and observable.
Combined with robust automation, they allow engineers to make high-impact changes frequently
and predictably with minimal toil.”

MIGRATION FROM NFV TO CONTAINERIZED MICROSERVICES
CREATES CHALLENGES
Many CSPs have adopted the NFV architecture for VMs but they are just beginning to wrestle with the complexity
of the next major transition to a truly cloud-native architecture for 5G SBA. CSPs must continue to manage legacy
network functions encapsulated in containers as complete NFV VNFs—a relatively straightforward approach as shown
(on the left) in Figure 12. And they must also begin to adopt new approaches for virtualization and management of
NFs and SFs decomposed at a much lower level as microservices within and across multiple containers. The complexity
of managing distributed real-time instantiation and resource load management for these thousands on NF and SF
microservices instances even with help of Kubernetes can be daunting for CSPs.
Virtualized containerized
appliance

Tightly coupled

Non-resilient
monolithic app
Carrier-grade
Platform
Carrier-grade
hardware

Telco cloud
Tenant
control

Resilient decomposed app

PaaS
API
Platform

Hardware

Source: Intel
FIGURE 12. Carrier-grade NFV and virtualized appliance vs. Resilient cloud-native software

Provider
control
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BENEFITS OF MOVING TO COTS-BASED CLOUD-NATIVE
CONTAINERS—SOFTWARE AGILITY, RESILIENCY, QOS
The left side of Figure 12 shows how current NFV-based virtual appliances and VMs—even when encapsulated
as containers—still maintain a critical dependency on expensive carrier-grade hardware to scale and replicate their
non-resilient apps. Until recently there has been less focus on the design of resilient software that automatically
reconfigures and redirects services flows across pools of virtualized COTS hardware to pre-empt any service quality
impact on end users. Quality of service (QoS) was often assured by the carrier-grade platform hardware.
To implement the cloud approach on the right side of Figure 12, there are varieties of options offered by different
vendors for Kubernetes platforms running with or without OpenStack and/or directly linked to the KVM operating
system. In all cases, however, it is the software and application design that guarantees E2E service quality. To
achieve such a cloud-native design, however, the correct decomposition and distribution of functionality based on
containerized microservices is key to minimize traffic costs, to assure high-speed inter-process communications,
and to optimize load management.
Many CSPs and legacy telecom equipment manufacturers (TEMs) have found variations in service function
decomposition a challenge as they are now in the midst of migrating to container-based microservices and need
well-defined APIs and functional interoperability across platforms to get ready for 5G.
Note: The challenge of standardizing VNF decomposition is now being addressed by Cloud iNfrastructure Telco
Taskforce (CNTT) with reference architectures for both Kubernetes and OpenStack environments published in
January 2020. Reference implementations are in process. Also see Intel Chip Chat with Vodafone. VNF certification
work is starting in April 2020.
Several CSPs are finding it hard to shift to the new cloud paradigm even as the TEMs have been working hard to
rewrite (and decompose) millions of lines of code to become cloud native. They are just beginning to discover, that
cloud-native software is actually much faster to develop and test as part of a DevOps process. And most importantly
the value of increased reliability, flexibility, service agility, and multivendor choice more than compensates for the
initial complexity of the truly cloud-native containerization. The costs of network operation is also expected to fall
significantly after the transition to cloud as many of the complex process become highly automated.

KUBERNETES IS ADDING CAPABILITIES TO ACCELERATE CSP MIGRATION
TO CLOUD-NATIVE CONTAINERS
To address the unique challenges CSPs are encountering in their migration to cloud-native containerization and in
testing the interoperability of legacy VNFs with cloud-native network functions (CNFs), on March 16 2020 Red Hat
announced collaboration with Intel to create a cloud-based onboarding service and testbed. The goal is to provide,
“realistic networking scenarios and provide a true representation of a standards-based (high volume server hardware
and open source software) and replicable platform for CNF and virtual network functions (VNF) deployments.”
Earlier in 2019, Red Hat had already announced carrier-focused enhancements to Kubernetes based on its OpenShift
platform including support for VNF/CNF network control plane, service mesh, Kubernetes-based event-driven autoscaling
(KEDEA), and automation. In parallel, enhancements are being made to OpenShift on OpenStack to support hybrid and
multicloud network scalability, to enable the creation of large networks that scale with OpenStack for 5G and to evolve
OpenStack as a universal cloud platform with cybersecurity for 5G.
These Kubernetes enhancements are critical to enable CSPs to adopt true cloud-native containerization on platforms
that allow them (and their software vendors) to build, iterate, and modify software very rapidly rather than waiting
many months for modifying monolithic inflexible VMs.
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GUARANTEEING HARDWARE AND NETWORK PERFORMANCE WITH
KUBERNETES ON BARE METAL
Intel has focused on ensuring that high-performance and application-specific requirements, for example, security can
be met consistently for fully virtualized data plane functions running on Kubernetes platforms on top of bare-metal
hardware. Once Intel began to investigate the detailed requirements for NFV VNFs, several gaps became apparent as
indicated in Figure 13. These gaps included several networking capabilities and network information awareness, data
plane requirements for acceleration and interface exposure, enhanced platform awareness, and access to feature
discovery for resource management. It also included telemetry knowledge and access to mechanisms for automatic
deployment both locally and across the network.

Industry gaps

Solutions

Ecosystem adoption

Kubernetes networking

GitHub

Data plane acceleration
BOND-CNI
Node feature discovery
(SR-IOV; Intel Advanced
Vector Extensions, etc.)

Resource management
(enhanced platform awareness)

CPU Manager for Kubernetes
(CMK)
Native huge page support for
Kubernetes
Device Plugin (SR-IOV, GPU,
Intel QuickAssist Technology)

Telemetry

Topology Manager (NUMA)

Ease of deployment

Deployment scripts
(Helm, Ansible)

Faster. Easier. Optimized.

EXPERIENCE KITS
networkbuilders.intel.com/network-technologies/container-experience-kits

Source: Intel
FIGURE 13. Assuring cloud-native workloads

To address these gaps more than ten functional solutions were proposed and added to Kubernetes, including:
• Multus Container Network Interface (CNI) to support a multi-homed pod or multiple interfaces
• DPDK interfaces for Userspace and single-root input/output virtualization (SR-IOV) capabilities
• Bond CNI plugin to allow bonded interfaces for container namespaces across network for redundancy
• Extensions for underlying Node Feature Discovery
• CPU Pinning to ensure specific applications user-specific processor resources
• Topology management “collects hints from CPU Manager and Device Manager to align pod CPU and device resources
on the same non-uniform memory access (NUMA) node… useful for workloads that desire to use hardware accelerators
to support latency-critical execution and high throughput parallel computation.” See OpenShift
• UNIX® daemon (collectd) to collect, transfer, and store performance data on computers and network
equipment to detect existing or imminent resource bottlenecks
Many of these enhancements are essential both for high-performance carrier-class services to be truly hardware
independent and for the underlying network to be fully transparent to the software applications layer running across
diverse networks and hardware environments. These additions have now been adopted as part of the Kubernetes
ecosystem and Intel offers container experience kits, as well as other tools to help developers and partners.
In the past two years, these added capabilities have significantly accelerated the development of open source and
commercial software that enable containers and Kubernetes to perform well in NFV and cloud-native deployments.
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CHALLENGES OF DYNAMIC SENSITIVE WORKLOAD PLACEMENT
Figure 14 provides examples of how Node Feature Discovery, Multus, and Topology Manager all work to assure
performance and utilization are balanced across available physical resources.
Node feature discovery
Application A
Pod label:
• SR-IOV
• Bootguard

Multus

Node 2
Master

Pod without Multus

Pod with Multus

KUBELET

KUBELET

Application B

ETCD

Topology Manager NUMA Awareness
NUMA Node 1

CNI

CNI

NFD
Discovery
Pod

Without Topology Manager
NUMA Node 0
Device 0

Multus

Application B

Socket 0

Device 1

Socket 1

Workload
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Node 1
Node 1

< SR-IOV

eth0

< Secureboot

Node 2
Application A

NFD
Discovery
Pod

eth0

net0

With Topology Manager

net1

< Bootguard
< AVX

Linux® bridge

< Turboboost

Linux Bridge

VF0

VF1

NUMA Node 0
Device 0

• Detects resources on each node in a
cluster and advertises those features
• Allows matching of workload to platform
capabilities

Socket 0

NUMA Node 1
Device 1

Socket 1

• Addresses multiple network interfaces
Workload
• Multus is a meta-plugin
• Attach multiple interfaces via CNI
plugins: macvlan, ipvlan, SR-IOV,
• Addresses performance-sensitive
OVS-DPDK, VPP, and more
applications
• Optimal NUMA topology resource
allocation
• Start with CPU manager and
device manager

Source: Intel
FIGURE 14. Kubernetes placement for sensitive workloads

On the left side of the chart, operators use device plugins to manage virtual network functions that require hardware
acceleration. Node Feature Discovery detects resources at each node in the Pod cluster and exposes information
that can be used by application discovery or by orchestration. Based on that information, Kubernetes knows that
Node 1 processing is available and assigns the new workload there. This approach allows preferential assignment of
workloads to resources that can support their requirements.
In the middle example, Multus adds additional network interfaces so that gateways, routers firewalls and such can
operate simultaneously. This has been a feature on OpenStack for a while that is now added to Kubernetes.
In the right-hand example, the NUMA nodes can be controlled by the Topology Manager to minimize workload
fragmentation across nodes. Red Hat is adding the capability to OpenShift.

STATE OF CONTAINER-BASED SERVICE AND NETWORK FUNCTION
DEPLOYMENT
Service providers are already routinely deploying container-based VNFs. A few leading edge operators are beginning
to trial 5G SBA compatible cloud-native NFs and SFs in their data centers. A good number of CSPs, however, are
starting to deploy Kubernetes capable platforms at the network edge or in the metro area data center, as part of a
telco cloud for multi-access edge computing (MEC) applications. Key early uses cases today are often operated as
islands whose functionality is loosely coupled to other network platforms. These include:
• Container-based gateways that reduce the attack surface for hacker penetration at the P/GW
• Network-based storage with on-demand software-defined storage allocation close to the customer—often with
enhanced privacy and security for vertical markets or managed services
• Dynamically scalable multicloud/hybrid cloud environment for large enterprise users, including global multinationals
• Network slicing for high-performance vertical markets to create virtual private cloud, for example, for ultra-low
latency applications while retaining the redundancy of the carrier network for failover
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IMPLICATIONS
The evolution from legacy and NFV network VM silos to dynamically distributed cloud native container-based
microservices triggers a major paradigm shift that requires telecom engineers to familiarize with computer science
software approaches, which they inherently mistrust as unreliable. HPE, Intel, Kubernetes, and Red Hat have
expended considerable resources to create the best of both worlds—high performance, highly reliable, more secure,
scalable cloud-native service platforms. These platforms offer CSPs the potential for service agility, lower OPEX and
CAPEX with better and more profitable quality of experience QoE for their customers.

COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA SOLUTIONS, HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE
HPE has over 30 years of experience in the telecoms industry, with more than 300 telco customers across 160
countries. In the core, more than 700 million subscribers across more than 80 carriers depend on HPE Mobile
Core software. HPE’s open telco solutions help operators evolve their networks and services to a 5G ready, cloud
native, service-based architecture. As an edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company, our experience in hybrid
cloud allows us to bring the cloud transformation and secure, carrier-grade, standards-based infrastructure to
telecommunications networks. HPE was recognized by Frost & Sullivan with the 2019 Leadership award for
Global 5G Infrastructure Enabling Technology.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company that helps organizations
accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all of their data, everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future
and innovating to advance the way people live and work, HPE delivers unique, open, and intelligent technology
solutions, with a consistent experience across all clouds and edges, to help customers develop new business models,
engage in new ways, and increase operational performance.
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Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches
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